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Color is crucial in scientific visualization, yet it is often misused. Addressing this, we think accessible and ac-
curate techniques, such as color-blind friendly palettes and perceptually even gradients, are vital. Account-
ability and basic knowledge in data visualization are key in fostering a culture of color integrity, ensuring ac-
curate and inclusive data representation.
Introduction
In the vast landscape of scientific data,

color serves as a golden key to its

comprehension. From the depths of the

cosmos to the intricacies of molecular

structures, the deliberate use of color in

scientific visualization not only enriches

our understanding but also delineates

the beauty and complexity of the natu-

ral world.

As of today, scientific visualization is not

generally part of the obligatory curriculum

of upcoming researchers. In terms of color

use, the scientific community therefore

swings back and forth between self-

educated science-proof application and

peer-endorsed misuse. When misused,

data visualization can exclude readers or

misguide them.1 In the worst case, it

does both.

From its display on paper and digital

screens to its ultimate recognition in the

visual cortex, the study of how humans

perceive color is extensive and has a

long history. As laypeople, we can orient

ourselves to the gained facts and quanti-

ties and appreciate the handy tools

shared with us. The creation of accessible

and accurate scientific visualization with

color has become easy. All necessary as-

pects are understood. All necessary tools

are given.
Facts and quantities—The legacy of
color researchers
Color is not inherent in objects, but

instead subjective. It is the portion of light

that is reflected from an object and pro-

cessed into visual information in the

eyes and brain. Whether the object’s sur-

roundings or the number, distribution, or

precision of an eye’s light receptors,
This is an open access a
they all play critical roles in determining

the perception of a color.

Unsurprisingly, there is an inherent

variation in color perception amongst hu-

mans.2 Some of these differences are

subtle and hard to pinpoint. Other shifts

in color vision can easily be described

by the viewer and observed in their eye’s

physiology. Different forms of color-vision

deficiency (CVD) exist that are obvious

and, with almost one in twenty persons

showing signs thereof, widespread.3 The

most common forms of CVD can, for

example, cause red and green, or red

and blue, to appear indistinguishable.

Fortunately, total color blindness is rare,

but it does exist too.

In general, the total number of colors a

human visual system can capture inde-

pendently is high, on the order of ten

million colors,4 even though the exact

number is still uncertain.5 It is certain

though that humans have developed a

higher sensitivity for longer wavelengths

of light, such as red, orange, and yellow,

than for shorter wavelengths. As a result,

variable wavelengths along the greenish

part of the light spectrum are less obvious

than, let’s say, along the reddish part.

Today, this variability in human color

perception across the light spectrum is

so well understood that we can now

quantify the color difference between

two individual colors.6
Re-evaluating color practices
In data visualization, uneducated color

selection causes not one but two critical

pitfalls.1 First, the color combinations in

a figure must be distinguishable also

with color-deficient vision or else readers

are excluded from the figure’s message.
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Second, if colors are used for a scale

(e.g., for a color bar), the uneven human

sensitivity to different parts of the color

spectrum must be accounted for or else

all readers will be misled.

Creating and distributing widely inac-

cessible figures is not only unethical but

also hinders the figures’ message from

spreading. As such, accessible figures

are in everyone’s interest.

Creating and distributing widely inaccu-

rate figures is not only unethical but

makes the figure creator appear as if

they had purposefully tuned their mes-

sage instead of letting the data speak for

itself. In other words, the figure becomes

a (false) interpretation instead of a repre-

sentation. As such, accurate figures are

in everyone’s interest.

Whether as an author, editor, or commu-

nicator, not enforcingaccessibleandaccu-

rate figures is a statement against them,

corrupting the scientificmethod and harm-

ing science.
Recommendations and best
practices
It is in everyone’s interest to visualize data

accurately and in a way that it is acces-

sible but also intuitive to all viewers. This

can only be achieved with color-blind

friendly color palettes and perceptually

uniform color gradients.1

‘‘Perceptual uniform’’ are sets of colors

in which all neighboring colors have the

same color contrast to each other as

perceived by the human viewer (see

Figure 1). Only when this is the case and

the color gradient appears to change

evenly from one side to the other, it can

be used to scale a data range accurately.

While it is not easy to create perceptually
e Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Accurate color palettes
The open-access Scientific color maps (Crameri, 2018)7 are a wide variety of perceptually-even color
gradients as illustrated by the local color contrast of neighboring color values along the individual gra-
dients.
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even color gradients, it has been done and

it is nowstraightforward touse them for ac-

curate data visualization (see resources).

Ensuring visually accessible color fig-

ures is similarly easy and a matter of pre-

venting the wrong color combinations.

The fastest and most reliable way of

checking for CVD issues is to desaturate

the figure or, in other words, convert it to

gray scale (see Figure 2). If all colors within

a palette have unique relative lightness

values, it is not only CVD proof but also

color-blind proof. To avoid having to

create and test certain color combina-

tions, a wealth of pre-built accessible cat-

egorical color palettes is available (see

resources).

While visual accuracy and accessibility

are necessary for sensible scientific data

visualization, intuitiveness is great to
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boost the effectiveness of the resulting

figure. This feat can be achieved with co-

lor palettes for which the lightness varies

gradually and monotonically, forming a

clear gradient. Ordering light to dark

colors (or vice versa) then becomes

easy, which greatly facilitates reading co-

lor-mapped data.8

Resources
Some scientifically derived and acces-

sible color maps, such as ‘‘viridis,’’ ‘‘civi-

dis,’’ and ‘‘batlow’’1,9 are widely distrib-

uted and used. For thorough data

visualization practices in the section rec-

ommendations and best practices, a

complete set of color map gradients and

palettes is necessary. For a complete set

of accurate and accessible (and intuitive)

color maps, we recommend the Scientific
colour maps,7 which are built into many

key software packages and can be ac-

cessed freely on www.fabiocrameri.ch/

colourmaps (see also Figures 1 and 2).

The package offers amyriad of different

file formats to cover all needs of key scien-

tific visualization tools and an extensive

user guide shows you how. The Scientific

colourmapspackage is versioned and cit-

able to track additions and improvements

while allowing it to be acknowledged. The

Scientific colour maps package is a com-

munity effort with many contributors (see

the user guide on www.fabiocrameri.ch/

colourmaps-userguide) and citing it pro-

motes a science-proof use of color and

supports its development.

For researchers, as mentioned above,

we think that holding each other account-

able is critical also regarding color

misuse. To facilitate doing so in an effec-

tive manner, we openly provide template

statements (s-ink.org/scientific-colour-

use-reminders), answers to commonly

asked questions (https://www.fabiocrameri.

ch/colourmaps-faq), and promotional mate-

rial (https://s-ink.org/scientific-colour-map-

poster) online.

For science communicators, we advise

reusing only science-proof visuals. We

think it is better to favor graphics from

trusted collections with accurate and

accessible content, such as https://s-

ink.org, and this goes a long way. Addi-

tionally, staying up to date and promoting

the latest efforts regarding academic co-

lor integrity (see e.g., www.fabiocrameri.

ch/usebatlow) further helps the underly-

ing cause.

For software developers, we recom-

mend making science-proof color pal-

ettes the default options. Having sci-

ence-proof default options makes more

data visualization accurate and inclusive

because they are the most likely choice

by non-experts.10 If included, we think

that perceptually uneven and inacces-

sible color palettes should be clearly

marked as unsuitable for scientific pur-

poses because they are.

For publishing editors, we openly pro-

vide example templates of an author

guidelineonhttps://s-ink.org/figure-accuracy-

and-accessibility-guideline that is already part

of some scientific journals. Given the back-

ground knowledge provided here, we think

that any misuse of color that represents data

inaccurately or exclusively to only some

viewers must be pointed out at the latest
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Figure 2. Accessible color palettes
The open-access Scientific color maps (Crameri, 2018)7 are a wide variety of colour-blind friendly color
combinations as illustrated by the colour-blind appearance of the individual colors at the end of the
rainbows.
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during the editing stage of a submission, but

best upon submission.

For university faculty that see the value

of acting for color integrity in science,

we provide exemplary data visualization

and academic graphic design courses.11

These can act as a blueprint to facilitate

building new university-level classes,

which we think are key to maintaining ac-

curate and accessible scientific visualiza-

tion across academia in the long term.

Implementing change
We are convinced that the science com-

munity can improve color integrity in

data visualization practices, but we need

to hold each other accountable—and be

open to constructive feedback. From our

experience, graphic design expert feed-

back in most academic settings tends to
be disruptive to current applications and

comes from the bottom up.

In groups where persistence with tradi-

tional matters and hierarchical structures

was looser, we have seen improved

knowledge and skill transfer. We think

educating mid- and late-career aca-

demics with their established ways to

function in a strict environment is incom-

parably harder than teaching students or

(re-)forming institutions. We are at a loss

as to why higher education on a global

scale still does not provide mandatory

courses on data visualization and other

scientific graphic design methodologies.

Would including such courses in the up-

coming academics’ curriculum not be a

tremendous step forward? We believe it

would act on the problem upfront and

avoid having to react to it later.
As of today, we academics still need to

react in an effort- and time-consuming

manner. However, we see that change is

underwaydespite thechallenges regarding

methodologic traditions and academic hi-

erarchy. Early-career academics who do

not shy away from speaking up thoroughly

managed software tools with science-

proof default settings, and next-generation

journals with the necessary author guide-

lines are leading the way. A wealth of

educated reminders in the formof scientific

articles12 and blog posts13 as well as freely

accessible tools7 and resources14 are now

effectively promoting the creation and us-

age of accurate and accessible scientific

visuals across the entire academic com-

munity.With no solid education in scientific

visualization for upcoming academics, we

must continue these efforts.

Conclusion
In the realm of scientific exploration,

data visualization plays a pivotal role in

enhancing understanding and revealing

the intricacies of nature. Yet, despite its un-

deniable importance, weobserve scientific

visualization—particularly using color—

often teetering between self-taught appli-

cation and peer-endorsed misuse.

Understanding the nuances of color

perception is essential to navigate this

landscape successfully. First, the human

perception of color is subjective and

varies greatly, with differences ranging

from subtle to profound, including various

forms of color vision deficiency. Second,

our sensitivity to different wavelengths of

light further complicates matters, high-

lighting the need for meticulous attention

in the use and application of color scales.

Academia’s bold ignorance of these two

well-founded facts poses significant chal-

lenges, as poorly chosen color schemes

can exclude or mislead readers, ulti-

mately impeding the dissemination of sci-

entific knowledge.

Addressing the widespread misuse of

color requires a concerted effort to reeval-

uate and improve color practices in data

visualization. Accessible and accurate

visualization techniques not only uphold

ethical standards but also strengthen the

integrity of scientific inquiry. We therefore

made strides in this regard, with the

development and open distribution of co-

lor-blind friendly palettes and perceptu-

ally uniform gradients. Building these re-

sources into our workflow enables us
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researchers to create visualizations that

are not only trustworthy but also cater to

diverse audiences.

Moreover, by making the availability

of resources such as scientifically

derived color maps and comprehensive

user guides available, we empower re-

searchers, software developers, and pub-

lishing editors alike. By embracing these

tools and advocating for their widespread

adoption, we can foster a culture of integ-

rity in data visualization across the scien-

tific community.

However, achieving a lasting change

requires a multifaceted approach. It en-

tails not only overcoming entrenched

norms and hierarchies within academia

but also educating future generations of

researchers on the importance—and the

most important basics—of scientific visu-

alization. By embracing accountability

and continuous improvement, we are

convinced that we will continue paving

the way into a future where accurate and

accessible scientific visualization is the

norm not the exception.
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